## THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

**Tech Vision**, annual report of the top 5 technology trends

AI is the Future of Growth

Creating Artificial Data for Data Science

The Smart Way to Open your Innovation Process

What Every CEO should know about Blockchain
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### ACCENTURE RESEARCH
- **250+** Research experts in 23 countries

### ACCENTURE VENTURES
- **10** Countries running Open Innovation
- **175** Strategic Partnerships
- **24** Equity investments

### ACCENTURE LABS
- **7** Lab locations, including: Bangalore, Beijing, Dublin, Israel, DC, Silicon Valley and Sophia Antipolis

### ACCENTURE STUDIOS
- **50+** Digital and Liquid Studio locations
- **28** Liquid Studios opened

### ACCENTURE INNOVATION CENTERS
- **100+** Innovation Centers located worldwide across technologies and industries

### ACCENTURE DELIVERY CENTERS
- **50+** Delivery Centers around the world
- **40+** Industries
- **120+** Countries
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**5000+** Startups on our radar

Working with **INCUBATORS** including ParTech, 1871 and RocketSpace

**6000+** Pending & issued patents

**10** Countries running Open Innovation

**24** Equity investments

**5** R&D Locations (Focus areas include AI, Cybersecurity and Extended Reality.)
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